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In the wake of the Higgs discovery and over the long haul of the LHC run, one should keep a lookout
for kinematic anomalies in the most massive known trio of coupled particles, tt¯h. After surveying the scope
of prior constraints on chromomagnetic dipole and Higgs-gluon kinetic couplings, we focus on surpluses
of boosted-pT Higgs bosons fomented by these momentum dependent dimension-six operators in tt¯h final
states. We uncover a number of simple, pT weighted angular variables useful for discriminating Standard
Model from dimension-6 boosted Higgs distributions, and make headway arguing that one of these variables
may improve the reach of existing Standard Model top-Higgs searches. The approach we take is model
independent, because we just consider a set of effective operators that contribute to the same three-body
final state.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of the new scalar boson discovered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) thus far have evinced
couplings matching those of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson. Because the Higgs boson is now the
most obvious mechanism for giving masses to fermions, an accurate measurement of its Yukawa couplings
will be of paramount importance in the coming decade. The largest of these Yukawa couplings, the Higgs-
top coupling, will be the most illuminated when the LHC takes data at
√
s = 14 TeV. Hence it is timely to
propose new experimental methods and non-standard physics for the Higgs-top Yukawa coupling, both for
application to existing
√
s = 7− 8 TeV data and future 14 TeV LHC events.
One model-independent approach is to study new high-scale physics through an effective field theory (EFT)
analysis of (n ≥ 5)-dimension Higgs couplings to Standard Model particles [1–6]. The top quark Yukawa
coupling is nearly unity. Thus, dimension-6 effective top-Higgs operators are the most incisive in discovering
and limiting Yukawa-channel physics beyond the Standard Model. Recent effective operator analyses have
shown how the rates observed in h and h+X final states at the LHC can constrain non-standard top-Higgs
dimension-6 couplings [7, 8].
However, as LHC observations of h + X event rates converge on Standard Model values, it is essential
to move beyond event rates and illuminate what unique kinematic distributions in h+X final states could
also signal new physics at higher energies. In this paper we study the novel kinematics of dimension six
operators that produce more highly-boosted pT Higgs events than those found in Standard Model tt¯h final
states. Specifically, the dimension-6 chromomagnetic dipole coupling and the Higgs-gluon kinetic coupling
are examined, because their momentum structure leads to non-standard boosted pT Higgs bosons in pp→ tt¯h
production. New kinematic variables and event selection strategies are developed to single out these new
events versus the SM background.
In the next section we determine what bounds can be placed on Higgs boosting dimension-6 couplings
using existing LHC studies. In Section III we explain how these operators boost the Higgs in tt¯h events.
Section IV develops a set of detector level kinematic variables useful both for finding tt¯h events with a boosted
Higgs and for refining Standard Model tt¯h searches. These variables are implemented for multilepton tt¯h
searches in Section V, and we determine what variable combinations best reveal boosted Higgs and reduce
the dominant backgrounds, which are tt¯W± and tt¯+ jets with a jet faking a lepton. In Section VI a simpler
photon pT sieve is found for boosted Higgs digamma decay in tt¯h. Finally Section VII is devoted to our
conclusions.
II. RATES AND DISTRIBUTIONS: HIGGS-GLUON AND CHROMOMAGNETIC DIPOLE
COUPLINGS
When multiple new physics operators contribute to a process (such as h + X), the total rate does not
uniquely constrain the size of the individual operators since there can be cancellations among the different
contributions. One way to break the leftover degeneracy is to compare multiple processes that are influenced
by the same new physics, i.e. pp → h and pp → tt¯h are both sensitive to modifications in the top-
quark Yukawa coupling. A second approach is to focus on a single process but study different kinematic
regimes, exploiting the fact that new physics operators often have different kinematic structure than the SM
counterparts. For example, an amplitude may have the form
A = ASM + cO q
2
Λ2
AO, (1)
where ASM is the SM piece (taken to be momentum independent), cO is a dimensionless coefficient accom-
panying a new physics operator O, Λ is the scale suppressing the new physics, and q is a momentum transfer
in the process. The presence of powers of q is due to extra derivatives in the new-physics operator O. From
the form of Eq. (1) it is clear that the effect of cO are enhanced if we look at high-momentum regions of
phase space. Similarly, processes characterized by low momentum transfer will not be very sensitive to cO.
These momentum-dependent new physics effects, in the context of tt¯h production, are the target of our
study here. Similar studies of momentum-dependent effects have previously been performed in the h+W/Z
modes in Ref. [9–12] and h + j in Ref. [13–15]. Other recent studies of tt¯h (or t/t¯ + h) that do not exploit
momentum-dependent new physics can be found in Ref. [16–18] (Ref. [19]).
2While there are many Higgs effective operators whose cutoffs and couplings are set by the scale and dy-
namics of new high energy physics, only a small subset are relevant for pp→ tt¯h production. Of the dim-6
operators relevant for tt¯h, only two have non-SM momentum structure: the dimension-6 chromomagnetic
dipole and Higgs-gluon kinetic coupling. These two effective Higgs couplings arise naturally in many exten-
sions of the Standard Model and result in an increased Higgs pT in tt¯h final states as compared to Standard
Model distributions. Boosted Higgses provide unique kinematic signatures, and this is the focus of most of
this study. However in the remainder of this section, we will first delineate bounds on dimension-6 Higgs-top
and Higgs-gluon couplings using LHC studies of Higgs, tt¯ and tt¯h events. As we will see, the twenty inverse
femtobarn run of the LHC has already set substantial limits on non-standard Higgs couplings by bounding
the production rates of pp→ h, tt¯ and tt¯h.
Throughout this work we hew closely to the conventions of [7]. We assume the cutoff of our effective
operators is at the TeV scale, Λ = 1 TeV and take the Higgs mass to be mH = 126 GeV. To define our
new physics operators, we specify a Standard Model Lagrangian supplemented by two effective field theory
dimension-6 Higgs operators,
L = LSM +Ohgt +OHG. (2)
These dimension-6 operators are the Higgs-gluon kinetic operator
OHG = cHG
2Λ2
(
H†H
)
Gµνa G
a
µν . (3)
and the chromomagnetic dipole term,
Ohgt = chgt
Λ2
(
Q¯LH
)
σµνT atRG
a
µν , (4)
where σµν = i [γµ, γν ] and Tr[T aT b] = δab/2. There are other dimension-6 operators involving Higgses,
top-quarks, and/or gluons that we can write down, such as
OcHq = (Q¯3LγµQ3L)(H†←→DµH), Oc′Hu = (Q¯3LσiγµQ3L)(H†σi←→DµH), OcHu = (t¯Rγµ tR)(H†←→DµH)
and Oyu = H†H Q¯3LHctR. (5)
Here we are neglecting different 4-fermion operators that could possibly contribute to FCNC and which
would therefore be very constrained. Moreover, we are only directly modifying the top sector, although this
same approach could also be applied to other quarks, especially to the bottom. The first three operators
involve an electroweak boson and between zero to two Higgses, so they do not contribute to tt¯h production
at leading order in αs. The final operator contains only tops and Higgses. Once two of the three Higgses
are set to their vacuum expectation value, this operator adds to the the top-quark Yukawa coupling. While
including Oyu will certainly impact pp → h and pp → tt¯h rates, this operator has the same momentum
structure as the SM. Since our focus is on operators with non-SM kinematics, we will set the coefficient of
Oyu to zero for the rest of this work. This is just a simplification – the techniques we outline in Sec. III will
still work in the presence of Oyu . Also, we ignore any possible CP-violating higher dimensional operators.
Returning to the operators in Eq. (2), both terms affect the rate of pp→ h production. The greater part
of their contribution to Higgs production can be written as a modification of the Standard Model gluon
fusion production rate. Specifically, it has been shown at leading order [7, 20] that in the heavy top limit
OHG-associated Higgs production is related to SM Higgs production by
σ(pp→ h)
σ(pp→ h)SM ≡ µh '
(
1 + cHG
24pi2v2
Λ2g2s
)2
,
where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. Note that OHG sources Higgs particles at tree
level. As we will presently show, this tightly constrains the size of (cHG/Λ
2) as compared to (chgt/Λ
2), which
results in a smaller, one-loop contribution to cHG for pp→ h production [7],
δcHG = chgt
gsyt log
(
Λ2
m2t
)
4pi2
. (6)
3× × ×
×
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 1. The Feynman diagrams shown above exemplify non-standard Higgs, tt¯, and tt¯h processes resulting from the
chromomagnetic dipole and Higgs-gluon operators studied in this paper. Diagrams (a) and (b) show contributions to
Higgs production from Higgs-gluon coupling (Eq. 3) and the chromomagnetic dipole (Eq. 4), respectively. Top pair
production is also affected by the Higgs-gluon kinetic coupling and chromomagnetic dipole as illustrated in (c) and
(d). Finally, new processes producing tt¯h shown in (e) and (f) include vertices with the Higgs coupled to a gluon –
these vertices lead to a larger number of tt¯h events with boosted Higgs bosons.
Here mt is the top mass.
Studies of pp→ h, tt¯ and tt¯h production at the LHC set limits on OHG and Ohgt. As shown diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 1, a chromomagnetic dipole will affect all these final states, and the Higgs-gluon kinetic coupling
will alter h and tt¯h at tree level. Indeed, in order to study large yet viable couplings for these operators,
the contributions from these two operators to inclusive Higgs production must nearly cancel out1. In Fig. 2
we show the constraints imposed on (cHG, chgt) parameter space by LHC studies of pp → h, pp → tt¯, and
pp→ tt¯h.
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Figure 2. Bounds on the dimension-6 chromomagnetic dipole moment and Higgs-gluon kinetic coupling are shown.
The blue bands show parameter space allowed assuming that Higgs final state production has been limited to 0.8 <
µh < 1.2. Twelve model points surveyed in this study are plotted, along with their predicted µtt¯h values. Notice that
the CMS combined limit of µtth < 4.4 at 95% does not constrain these operators more than measurements of the
pp→ tt¯ cross section. Bounds on chgt are given with dashed lines, assuming at most a 30% deviation from the SM tt¯
expected rate, 0.7 < µtt¯ < 1.3. Note that the only difference between the 8 TeV and 14 TeV constraints plotted on
the left and right are the µtth values.
A combination of Higgs production studies from the ATLAS collaboration finds µh = 1.43±0.21 (1σ) [21],
while the CMS combination finds µh = 0.87± 0.23 (1σ) [22]. In Fig. 2 we shade blue parameter space in the
(chgt, cHG) plane that is consistent with a Higgs production of ±20% of the Standard Model expectation.
Note that this is the part of the parameter space where new Higgs production contributions of the two
dimension-6 operators cancel. The two bands correspond to the two different solutions of the quadratic
equation that relates the coefficients of the new physics operators to the total cross-section.
1 Had we included Oyu (Eq. (5)) the cancellation among new physics contributions to pp → h would involve cyu as well as
cHG and chgt. See Ref. [7].
4The chromomagnetic dipole term in Eq. 4 will alter the tree-level tt¯ production, predominantly through
s-channel gluon-associated production of top pairs, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). The new kinetic Higgs-gluon
coupling will also alter tt¯ production (Fig. 1(c)), however because limits on µh constrain |cHG| . 0.2, its
affect is negligible. Both ATLAS and CMS have measured top pair production in a number of channels,
and a combination of their results at 7 TeV [23] found σtt¯ = 173.3 ± 2.3stat. ± 9.8syst.pb in agreement with
a Standard Model prediction of σtt¯ = 167 ± 18 pb. In Fig. 2 dashed lines mark what values of chgt are
consistent with a top pair production rate within ±30% of the Standard Model rate.
Limits on tt¯h couplings are less stringent: a recent technical report on a combination of tt¯h studies
from the CMS collaboration finds µtt¯h < 4.3 (2σ) [24], while an ATLAS study in the Higgs decay channel
tt¯h → tt¯γγ limits µtt¯h < 5.3 (2σ) [25]. These measurements should improve during the 14 TeV run with
more luminosity. In Fig. 2 we label twelve points in parameter space with µtt¯h ratios. It is clear that in the
parameter space of interest, current tt¯ studies exclude more phase space than tt¯h studies. While tt¯ studies
conducted thus far have set stringent limits on the Wilson coefficients cHG and chgt taken alone, here we
reemphasize that other new physics (Eq. 5) contributions could cancel the contributions of these coefficients.
This motivates kinematic tt¯h searches, even if the non-standard kinematic operators shown here are naively
more constrained by other search channels (e.g. tt¯h).
In quoting limits on e.g. σ(pp→ tt¯h→ tt¯γγ), σ(pp→ tt¯h→ tt¯W+W−), and using these to limit pp→ tt¯h
production generally, we assume Standard Model Higgs branching ratios to γγ, ZZ, WW ∗, bb¯, and `¯`. This
is a well-motivated supposition given that these ratios are thus far consistent with the Standard Model
[21, 22]. For studies on the effect of dimension-6 operators on Higgs decays, see [26].
Finally, we emphasize that the bounds derived in this section are valid only for our setup of Eq. (2), i.e. the
SM extended by two particular operators. If more operators were added, the bounds would change, though
not necessarily for all channels. For example, if the operator Oqqtt = (q¯λγµ qλ)(t¯λ′γµ tλ′), (λ, λ′ = L,R) were
added, the bounds on pp → tt¯ and tt¯h would change, while pp → h would not change (at least at lowest
order). Similarly, adding the operator Oyu would change pp → h and pp → tt¯h while hardly affecting tt¯
production. The points shown in Fig. 2 therefore should not be interpreted as strict bounds on cHG or chgt
– rather they are a rough indication of what size effects are permitted with the current dataset.
III. BOOSTED pT HIGGS
Prior studies of non-standard Higgs-top couplings focus on the observed rates of tt¯h at the LHC in a
number of different final states:
tt¯h→ tt¯+ {bb¯, τ τ¯ , W+W−, ZZ, γγ}. (7)
Studies of these Higgs decay channels have produced constraints on µtt¯h for each Higgs decay, and have been
combined in analyses like [24]. These limits on the rate of pp→ tt¯h can be applied to the effective operators
cHG and chgt, as we have done in Section II and Fig. 2.
The feature we explore in this study is that for tt¯h events produced by the operators cHG and chgt, the
kinematic distribution of Higgs bosons in tt¯h final states will differ substantially from those produced in
the Standard Model, even if the total pp → h and pp → tt¯h rates are near SM-valued. Specifically, in the
presence of cHG and chgt, the tt¯g vertex acquires a momentum dependence not present in the SM, and there
is a new, momentum dependent, four particle (tt¯hg) vertex. Following the argument of Eq. (1), the effects
of this momentum-dependent new physics grow as the energy of the final state increases. The Higgs, being
the lightest of the tt¯h trio, typically carries a larger transverse momentum than the t or t¯. When more
energy is pumped into the tt¯h final state, this trend continues, and the transverse momentum distribution of
the Higgs becomes increasingly skewed towards higher values. The two Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 3
highlight how the momentum-dependence enters into s-channel tt¯h amplitude. The first diagram shows a
SM configuration, where the vertices are momentum independent and high momentum Higgses come at the
expense of putting the internal top quark propagator (indicated with an arrow) farther off-shell. The second
diagram comes from the chromomagnetic dipole term – there is no internal propagator and the tt¯hg vertex
is proportional to the sum of the momenta of all three final state particles, leading to a strong preference
for energetic tt¯h configurations. Similar arguments can be made for other diagrams in Fig. 2. There is, of
course, a limit to the amount of energy one can give to the tt¯h system which is given by Λ, the cut-off in
our operator expansion, when the energy starts being close to 1 TeV the EFT breaks down and a suitable
5UV completion is needed. We will therefore only analyze situations where the energy of the boosted Higgs
is below Λ.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Two s-channel processes demonstrate how the chromomagnetic dipole operator shifts Higgs pT to higher
values in tt¯h events. The first (a) is a Standard Model process, which has an internal top propagator (indicated by
an arrow) that is proportional to a factor of ∼ 1/P (where P is the 4-momentum of the top and Higgs) as compared
to the new physics process (b) which creates tt¯h at a single vertex with strength proportional to (ph + pt + pt¯).
To further explore the effects of momentum-dependent new physics, consider the following effective
couplings of the chromomagnetic dipole moment and Higgs-gluon kinetic operators: chgt = −0.75 and
cHG = 0.083 at
√
s = 8 TeV and chgt = −0.5 and cHG = 0.055 at
√
s = 14 TeV respectively. These points
in parameter space are marked with stars in Fig. 2. Much of our analysis focuses on these points in param-
eter space, though a wider set of parameters will be studied in Sec. V. These points are an ideal training
ground for a targeted new-physics search strategy because their predicted tt¯h and Higgs production rates at√
s = 8 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV are nearly the same as those expected for the Standard Model despite the
fact that cHG, chgt 6= 0. While the total pp→ h and pp→ tt¯h cross sections for these points are SM-like, the
pT distributions of the Higgs bosons is not, as shown in Fig. 4. Accompanying this shift in the Higgs pT is
a shift in the angular distributions of the t, t¯ and h, which we show in the lower panels of Fig. 4. A highly
boosted Higgs could be balanced by just one of the tops, or the Higgs could recoil against the tt¯ pair. The
former configuration would be characterized by an imbalance in the two top momenta, while the latter is
characterized by a decrease in the top and anti-top separation. The angular distributions in Fig. 4 indicate
the latter scenario – energetic Higgses recoiling against the top pair – is more prevalent in the presence of
cHG and chgt.
IV. FERRETING OUT HIGH pT HIGGS IN SAME SIGN AND TRILEPTON tt¯h EVENTS
In order to discriminate new top-Higgs distributions from Standard Model tt¯h events, we design and
implement new variables aimed at the kinematic features in Fig. 4 – namely that momentum-dependent new
physics leads to a higher fraction of events with a high-pT Higgs recoiling against the top anti-top system. To
exploit the differences shown in Fig. 4 , we must first recast the physics of these pT and angular distributions
in terms of objects actually identified in the detector, i.e. jets, leptons, and missing energy. To do this, we
need to specify the parton-level final state, which depends on how the Higgs, top, and anti-top decay.
We will focus primarily on tt¯h final states containing two or more leptons and at least one pair of same-
sign leptons (SSDL). A separate discussion about the possibilities to study boosted Higgses in tt¯h, h → γγ
events will be presented later, in Sec. VI. We do not study the possibilities for fermionic Higgs decays
(h → b¯b, h → τ+τ−), modes that are often used in jet-substructure based studies of boosted Higgses, both
in the SM [27, 28] and beyond [29], leaving these for future work.
The CMS collaboration has searched for tt¯h events with at least two same charge isolated leptons, one
or more b-jets passing the medium CSV working point, at least four hadronic jets [30], and placed a 95%
confidence bound of µtt¯h < 6.4. For studies like this, cuts are made to find Higgs bosons that decay through
electroweak bosons to at least one lepton (h→WW ∗/ZZ∗ → `+X) that are produced alongside a leptonic
top or anti-top decay. The requirement of at least two same sign (same charge) leptons tends to exclude
electroweak boson backgrounds such as W±/Z+jets and tt¯. The dominant backgrounds to same-sign lepton
tt¯h events come from tt¯W±+ jets (irreducible) and tt¯+ jets with one of the jets in the event faking a lepton.
With these preliminaries in mind, an obvious first place to look for high-pT Higgs is in the pT distributions
of the Higgs decay products. For the same-sign dilepton and trilepton final states of interest here, we
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Figure 4. Kinematics distributions before cuts: In the upper plot, the transverse Higgs momentum is given for tt¯h
final states at
√
s = 8 TeV both in the SM (blue) and for a new physics scenario with dimension-6 effective operator
coefficients chgt = −0.75 and cHG = 0.083 (red). The predicted pp → tt¯h and pp → h cross-sections for the new
physics scenario are nearly identical to the standard model – the difference in Higgs transverse momenta is a result
of non-standard kinematics. In the lower plots, the angular separation of partons for tt¯h events again for the SM and
for chgt = −0.75 and cHG = 0.083 are shown with blue dashed and solid red histograms, respectively.
therefore look at the scalar sum over final state lepton transverse momenta,
LpT =
∑
isolated leptons
p`T . (8)
In addition to being a proxy for a boosted Higgs, LpT is a clean variable and does not require reconstructing
the Higgs or top/anti-top. Reconstructing these heavy particles out of detector-level jets and leptons might
7get us closer to the distributions of Fig. 4, but this procedure is fraught with combinatorial error. In
addition to the O(10) final state particles coming from the full tt¯h decay, reconstruction must contend with
contamination from initial state radiation and potential ambiguities in how to partition the missing energy.
For such complicated final states, these complications outweigh any benefits from reconstruction; we therefore
seek variables like LpT that do not require it.
Cutting on LpT alone is a marginally effective discriminant, as we will show explicitly in Sec. V. While a
cut requiring high LpT is sensitive to events with boosted Higgs bosons, it is not ideal since, taken alone,
high-LpT favors events which happen to have many isolated leptons. The Standard Model tt¯h events are
typically less collimated than events produced with new physics vertices we consider here, so they tend to
contain more isolated leptons. Thus, SM tt¯h events often have a high LpT from configurations with 3 or
more leptons and not because of a boosted Higgs.
To further improve the search for the dimension-6 effective operators, we turn to the angular distributions
shown in Fig. 4. In circumstances where the Higgs boson balances against the net top anti-top system, the
energy/transverse momentum per particle is higher on the Higgs side of the event (4 particles, as we consider
h→WW ∗, h→ ZZ∗) than the tt¯ side (6 particles). In a SSDL event, one lepton-neutrino pair comes from
the Higgs side, while the other pair comes from the tt¯ side. As the Higgs-side objects carry more energy, the
/ET vector will tend to point towards the Higgs side of the event and away from the top and anti-top. At
the same time, all events are required to have at least one clearly tagged b-jet, which provides a handle on
the direction of the top or anti-top, especially at high-pT,t, pT,t¯. A large top-Higgs separation is therefore
characterized by a large b-jet - /ET separation. To capture this feature, we introduce the variable Bφ, defined
as the scalar sum over the pT -weighted angular separation between b-tagged jets and the missing transverse
energy vector,
Bφ =
∑
b−tagged jets
pbT × |∆φ /ET ,b|. (9)
Same-sign lepton events with a large top-Higgs separation are characterize by large Bφ. This variable has
the added benefit that, when applied in conjunction with LpT , it also suppresses the tt¯W
±+jets background.
This is because, much like Standard Model tt¯h events, electroweak boson background events with a large
LpT tend to have a /ET vector that falls more between the electroweak boson and the b-jets.
Requiring high values for the Bφ variable will select events in which the b-jets are distributed away from
the missing transverse energy. While this will prefer events in which the Higgs is boosted against both top
quarks, it nonetheless allows for standard model events in which the missing transverse energy vector happens
to skew away from the b-tagged jet(s), which can happen in SM events with one top decaying leptonically
near a Higgs boson (and the other highly boosted b-jet getting tagged). In order to exclude such events
and further reinforce selection towards a high pT Higgs, we can define a variable parameterizing the angle
between the leading lepton and the nearest b-jet. We find that using the lepton pT weighted separation of
the leading pT lepton and closest b-jet in the ∆R plane,
∆R`−b = p`T ×∆R`,b (10)
is a complementary sieve for Bφ and LpT in selecting highly-boosted Higgs events.
Finally, to fill out the array of variables sensitive to events with Higgs bosons boosted against tops, we
define
Lφ =
∑
isolated leptons
p`T × |∆φ /ET ,`|. (11)
which is the sum over isolated lepton pT multiplied by the angle between the lepton and missing transverse
energy. Minimizing on this variable chooses events in which most of the lepton pT is sourced by a single
highly boosted decay, which for our signal region is a high pT Higgs boson. This cut is complementary to
requiring b jets be removed from the missing energy vector (large Bφ) – instead, minimizing Lφ requires that
the majority of the leptonic pT is near the missing energy vector.
One rather interesting result of this study, shown in Fig. 5, is that the kinematic variable Lφ proves quite
effective in eliminating Standard Model backgrounds like tt¯j + lepton fake. This is because the faked lepton
pT of a same sign dielpton tt¯ event will be uncorrelated with the /ET vector, while the lepton pT of a tt¯h
event tends to be closer to the /ET vector. Thus the Lφ distribution of the background reaches Lφ values
relatively unpopulated by either SM or new physics tt¯h events. We address this in more detail in Section V.
8V. USING ANGULAR CORRELATIONS TO FIND BOOSTED HIGGS IN tt¯h LEPTONIC
CHANNELS
The angular variables defined in the preceding section were designed to select boosted Higgs events in tt¯h
processes. Now we are ready to test out the variables in a Monte Carlo study. We implement the effective
operators given in Section II in FeynRules [12, 31] and generate events in MadGraph 5 [32]. The parton-level
events are showered and hadronized in Pythia [33] then passed through a CMS-like detector via Delphes [34]
to determine the number of expected LHC events for the cuts described hereafter. To incorporate higher-
order QCD effects in the tt¯h signal, we multiply the next-to-leading order (NLO) cross sections stated in [35]
(for mh = 126 GeV) by the ratio of the tree-level new physics pp→ tt¯h cross section to the SM tree-level tt¯h
cross section2. This procedure assumes that higher-order QCD [36, 37] effects are the same in the new physics
scenario and in the SM. This is clearly an approximation, but we expect the search techniques we develop
here are relatively unaffected, since any mismatch in the higher order effects between the SM alone and the
SM augmented with new operators can be compensated by a shift in the range of new physics coefficients we
are sensitive to (see Figure 2). For the backgrounds, we rescale the MadGraph-level cross sections to match
the highest order calculations available, NLO [38] for tt¯ + W and NNLO [39] for tt¯. Most of the same-sign
lepton background from tt¯ comes from a jet faking a lepton within a tt¯ event that has decayed to one or
two real leptons. To generate this background, we followed the Madgraph-Pythia sequence outlined above,
and then randomly selected 1% of all jets in these events to receive a lepton charge with a random flavor
and charge. After imposing the CMS-like cuts outlined below, we normalized the resulting tt¯ sample to be
proportional to our tt¯ + W background, where this proportion was determined by the tt¯/tt¯ + W fraction
found in [30]. This rescaling factor is the ratio of the fake rate for tt¯ + jets measured by CMS (assuming
all “non-prompt” events come from tt¯ + jets) to the 1% used in our simulation. When generating 14 TeV
events, we use this relative fake rate determined from 8 TeV events to set the size of the tt¯+ jets background
normalization. We neglect subdominant backgrounds, such as tt¯+Z/γ∗, that make up (≤ 10%) of the total.
Before using the new kinematic variables outlined in Section IV, we pass all events through the following,
simplified cuts to mimic the event selection of [30].
• Leptons: Each event must have at least two leptons with pT1 ≥ 20 GeV, pT2 ≥ 10 GeV, and in the
case of a third lepton, pT2 ≥ 7 GeV. Events must either have two same sign charge leptons or three
or more leptons. Each lepton is isolated by the requirement that all charged and neutral particles in a
cone of ∆R < 0.4 have transverse momenta adding up to no greater than 0.4 of the lepton’s pT .
• Jets and b tags: There must be at least two jets, one of which must be b-tagged. We simulate the
CMS Medium CSV working point b tag efficiency of 70% identification and 1% misidentification using
a modified version of Delphes [34] and its CMS detector settings.
• Each event must have a missing transverse energy of magnitude /ET > 25 GeV.
In addition to these standard cuts, we implement combinations of cuts on the angular variables defined
in Section IV. The definition and utility of these kinematic variables are fleshed out in Section IV. Here we
reiterate them for convenience.
• LPT , the scalar sum of isolated lepton transverse momentum.
• Bφ, the scalar sum of the angular (∆φ) separations between the b-jets and /ET weighted by the b-jet
pT .
• R`b, the angular separation (∆R) between the leading lepton and closest b-jet weighted by the pT of
the lepton.
• Lφ, the scalar sum of p`T -weighted ∆φ between the leptons and /ET .
2 The tree-level cross sections in each scenario were calculated using the default MadGraph factorization/renormalization
scheme and CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions
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Figure 5. The number of events surviving preliminary SSDL cuts and new angular variable cuts detailed in Section
V are displayed as a function of the scalar sum over lepton momenta (LpT ) and the lepton pT weighted sum of
transverse angular separation between /ET and the lepton(Lφ). Events are binned for 8 and 14 TeV LHC runs with
CMS-like precuts implemented as described in Section V. The new physics events shown have dimension-6 couplings
which render Standard Model and new physics cross-sections approximately equal, µtt¯h ' 1.
The four variables all target the same kinematic features – a higher fraction of boosted Higgses, but they
utilize different approaches. The variables LpT and Lφ involve the lepton-/ET system, while Rb−` and Bφ
measure the distance between a b and the leptonic system. Similarly, LpT is a momentum sum, while the
latter three variables are all pT -weighted angular distributions. The pT -weighted ∆φ (∆R) distribution
between two particles is similar to the transverse (invariant) mass mT of the system. Comparing e.g. LpT
with the transverse mass of the lepton-/ET transverse mass
Lφ = pT,` ∆φ/ET−` vs. m
2
T,/ET−` = 2 /ET pT,` (1− cos(∆φ/ET−`)) ∼ /ET pT ∆φ
2
/ET−`, (12)
the latter has an extra factor of /ET and ∆φ. The trends in Lφ and mT,/ET−` will be the same, however
the correlations between these variables and /ET are different. We find working with Lφ and /ET separately,
rather than in the package mT is more helpful – though a study incorporating both types of variables would
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be interesting.
The effect of a few cut combinations on the two (cHG, chgt) benchmark points are shown in Fig. 5. The
backgrounds tt¯ + jets and tt¯ + W± sit at the bottom of the histograms, followed by the tt¯h events for the
benchmark new physics scenarios. The result of stacking the SM tt¯h signal atop the background is overlaid
for comparison. The top two (middle two) panels show the LpT and Lφ at 8 TeV, 20 fb
−1 (14 TeV, 100 fb−1)
with only the basic CMS cuts. The trend towards higher pT Higgs for the new physics events can already be
seen, as the SM distributions are slightly higher for pT,` ≤ 100 GeV, Lφ ≤ 250 GeV. While neither LpT nor Lφ
alone are ideally suited for distinguishing new momentum-dependent physics from the SM, the combination
of high LpT and low Lφ does work well. We can see this in the bottom left panel, where we show Lφ after
cutting LpT > 200 GeV on 14 TeV events; the new-physics events are bunched at Lφ ≤ 250 GeV. A similar
separation between SM and new-physics events is also visible in the bottom right panel, where the LpT cut
has been lowered but supplemented with cuts on Bφ and /ET .
In Table I we apply several cut combinations, including those shown in Fig. 5, to the benchmark (cHG, chgt)
points, comparing with the number of SM tt¯h events and the number of SM background events. The cut
combinations we show are not intended to be exhaustive, nor have they been optimized for either of the
benchmarks. Instead, our goal is to point out several different variables that can be used – either alone
or in combinations – to target excess high-pT Higgses. Having multiple variables is useful for a number of
reasons; the different variables will have different systematic uncertainties, and correlations among multiple
variables can be exploited by multi-variate analysis (MVA) to further enhance discriminating power. We
emphasize that while the absolute numbers of events (both for the signals and the background) are subject to
approximations in our detector tools and in how we implement the cuts, the relative rates (i.e. new physics
vs. SM) are robust.
√
s =8 TeV, 19.6 fb−1, chgt = −0.75, cHG = 0.083 tt¯ + jets tt¯W± + jets SM Signal NP Signal
SSDL preliminary cuts only 34 16 5.8 5.6
Lφ < 250 21 10 4.9 4.4
LpT > 200 5.0 3.7 0.40 0.73
Lφ < 150, Bφ > 150, ∆R`b > 150 2.1 1.3 0.45 0.69
/ET > 100, LpT > 100, Lφ < 150 0.59 0.89 0.25 0.46
√
s =14 TeV, 100 fb−1, chgt = −0.5, cHG = 0.055 tt¯ + jets tt¯W± + jets SM Signal NP Signal
SSDL preliminary cuts only 697 185 128 114
Lφ < 250 428 107 106 91
LpT > 200 124 51 8 13
LpT > 200, Lφ < 250 10.9 8.1 2.3 4.1
/ET > 80, Lφ < 100, Bφ > 150, ∆R`b > 150 8.1 5.9 4.5 6.0
/ET > 100, LpT > 150, Bφ > 200 28 18 4.8 10
Table I. Expected events after cuts for 19.6 fb−1 LHC luminosity taken at 8 TeV and 100 fb−1 at 14 TeV. All rows
displaying cuts incorporate the simplified same sign dilepton (SSDL) cuts detailed in Section V. Cuts are given in
units of GeV for kinematic variables defined in Section IV and listed in Section V. Note that for the values of chgt
and cHG indicated, Standard Model tt¯h rates match new physics rates (µtt¯h ' 1).
The second and third lines in table I verify that cuts on the sum of lepton pT or Lφ alone are not
as successful at picking out new physics events as a variety of cuts on angular final state distributions.
Particularly, a 100 GeV cut on missing energy combined with requirement of at least 150 GeV lepton pT and
Bφ > 200 GeV is highly effective in selecting for boosted Higgs boson events while reducing SM backgrounds.
Indeed, the fourth and fifth rows of of 8 and 14 TeV tables illustrate that very effective cuts can be designed
without directly cutting on the sum of lepton pT . Surveying the final few rows of each table, it is apparent
that there is a trade-off between reducing SM background to tt¯h, which tend to diminish with more rigorous
cuts on Lφ, and increasing the new-physics/SM ratio by cutting on Bφ and ∆R`b. The results for twenty
inverse femtobarns of events at eight TeV indicate that a fruitful study of already existing data could be
conducted which would limit or possibly detect new Higgs couplings via Higgs kinematics in tt¯h final states.
To cross-check the intuition behind our proposed variables, in Fig. 6 we plot the parton (tt¯h-level) distri-
butions from Fig. 4 for events that survive the cut combination ∆R`b, Bφ > 150 GeV, and Lφ < 150 GeV
(the fourth row of the top part of table I). The ratio of new physics to SM events accurately reflects the affect
of the cuts, but the total number of events shown is arbitrary. The post-cut distributions clearly verify the
arguments in Sec. IV; the surviving events are characterized by large Higgs pT and a large separation, both
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in ∆φ and ∆R between the Higgs and top tt¯ system. Notice that the Higgs pT , while large, are still small
compared to the EFT cutoff Λ, so our results do not rely on pushing the theory into unreliable territory.
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Figure 6. Kinematic distributions after cuts: The initial state pT of Higgs bosons and angular separation of Higgs
and top quarks are plotted for 8 TeV events which remain after cuts on angular variables detailed in the text,
∆R`b, Bphi > 150 GeV, and Lφ < 150 GeV. As before, the Standard Model events passing these cuts are displayed
with a blue dashed line, and the new physics events with operator coefficients chgt = −0.75 and cHG = 0.083 are
binned with red solid lines. The number of events plotted is in arbitrary units, though the ratio of new physics to
SM events accurately reflects the ratio resulting from the kinematic cuts quoted.
While Table I shows the effectiveness of an angular kinematic search for boosted Higgs in Higgs-top events,
it is useful to remember that the benchmark new physics parameters shown above produce event rates that
are conservatively low – the parameters were chosen to give tt¯h rates equal to Standard Model event rates,
while µtt¯h as high as 6.4 are still consistent with current data. Thus, when considering new physics points
with a non-SM tt¯h rate in addition to non-SM Higgs pT distribution, the discovery reach of these cuts extends
farther than Table I demonstrates. In Table II, we apply these cuts to a menagerie of model parameters,
and find that these cuts do better than simply gaining a linear increase in boosted Higgs events for a linear
increase in new physics tt¯h production cross-section. Indeed, for the model point chgt = −0.75, cHG = 0.083,
which at 14 TeV has a cross-section 1.5 times the SM, we find that these angular cuts select five times as
many events as in the SM. Even when comparing two different new physics points, for example chgt = −0.75,
cHG = 0.083, µtt¯h = 1.5 and chgt = −0.5, cHG = 0.055, µtt¯h = 1.0, the increase in event yield after cuts is
greater than the change in µtt¯h.
Finally, let us return to the second row of table I, where we have shown the effect of imposing a minimal cut
on Lφ. While this cut alone lessens the ratio of new physics to Standard Model tt¯h, a cursory examination
will reveal that the SM tt¯W± and tt¯+jets backgrounds are halved for a modest decrease in SM signal events.
Thus, we propose this angular variable could enhance existing SM tt¯h studies.
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√
s =14 TeV, 100 fb−1, µtt¯h events after
parameter points listed /ET > 100,
LpT > 150,
Bφ > 200
Standard Model 1 4.8
chgt = −0.75, cHG = 0.083 1.5 24
chgt = −0.75, cHG = −0.13 1.4 15
chgt = −0.5, cHG = 0.055 0.99 10
chgt = −0.5, cHG = −0.16 0.95 8.2
chgt = 0.25, cHG = −0.028 1.2 12
√
s =8 TeV, 20 fb−1, µtt¯h events after
parameter points listed Lφ < 150,
Bφ > 150,
∆R`b > 150
Standard Model 1 0.45
chgt = 0.5, cHG = −0.27 2.1 4.1
chgt = −1.75, cHG = −0.023 3.3 4
chgt = 1, cHG = −0.32 4.6 8.2
Table II. In these tables we demonstrate new physics detection prospects for boosted Higgs in tt¯h by showing signal
events expected for 20 fb−1 at an 8 TeV LHC and 100 fb−1 ar 14 TeV in parameter space with µtt¯h 6= 1. Note that
the SM backgrounds for these cuts are shown in Table I.
VI. SEEKING NON-STANDARD tt¯h KINEMATICS IN THE DIGAMMA DECAY CHANNEL
The less common, but more easily reconstructed Higgs decay to two photons provides another possible
detection channel for digging out boosted Higgs bosons produced with tt¯ pairs. Studies of this detection
channel have been conducted using backgrounds estimated with control regions [40] or fitted to simple
shapes [41, 42]. Actually, because the Higgs branching ratio to digamma is relatively small, and pp → tt¯h
studies need to impose stringent cuts to exclude hadronic backgrounds, studies of boosted Higgs in this
channel will have to employ minimal cuts in order to keep any events at all. More to the point, the Higgs
boson is fully reconstructible in the γγ decay channel, so we do not need to resort to angular correlations;
after imposing a mγγ window to filter out photon pairs that could not come from the Higgs, we study Higgs
kinematics using the scalar sum over photon pT ,
ΓpT =
∑
isolated photons
pγT . (13)
Studies of diphoton tt¯h events, tt¯h → tt¯γγ employ control regions with single isolated photons and non-
isolated photons to determine the background for Standard Model production of tt¯h, h → γγ. While a
control region analysis is beyond the scope of this work, here we demonstrate that cutting on the sum of
photon pT is useful for distinguishing SM diphoton tt¯h events from those produced by new physics giving a
large fraction of high pT Higgs. The cuts we employ for SM signal and new physics signal follow those of
[40, 41]
• For events in the hadronic channel: Two photons, one with pT greater than 25 GeV, another with pT
greater than 33 GeV. At least five identified jets, one of which must have a Medium CSV b-tag, which
we simulate with Delphes by assigning a b-tag efficiency of 70% and a tau or charm quark mistag
efficiency of 1.5%.
• For events in the leptonic channel: Two photons, one with pT greater than 25 GeV, another with pT
greater than 33 GeV. At least two identified jets, one of which must have a Medium CSV b-tag, which
we simulate with Delphes as described in the hadronic channel.
Using simulated LHC events generated in the manner described in Section V, we can determine whether
this event selection is sensitive to a boosted pT Higgs. Figure VI displays Standard Model and new physics
coupled (cHG = −0.5, chgt = 0.055) events. These two sets of events, whose cross-sections are essentially
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Figure 7. Simulated 14 TeV LHC diphoton tt¯h events are shown for a luminosity of 100 fb−1. Events are binned over
scalar sums of diphoton pT for both Standard Model events and new physics events with couplings cHG = −0.5 and
chgt = 0.055.
equal, are clearly separable with cuts on a scalar sum of photon pT . Such a survey is limited by statistics –
with 100 fb−1, only ∼ 10 events remain in the new physics case – while the SM background is potentially
an order of magnitude larger [40, 41].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have developed a set of simple, reconstruction-free angular variables that are sensitive
to tt¯h events with non-standard kinematics sourced by the dimension-6 Higgs-gluon kinetic (cHG) and
chromomagnetic dipole (chgt) operators. These are the two lowest-dimension operators which contribute to
a boosted pT Higgs spectrum in tt¯h final states, and we have implemented angular variable event selection
strategies and shown detection prospects for the 8 TeV LHC with 20 fb−1 and a 14 TeV LHC with 100 fb−1.
While other dimension-(n ≥ 5) operators could alter the production of, e.g., the Higgs, tt¯, and tt¯h, we
have shown that the unique momentum structure of the two operators studied here provides a distinct and
independent avenue for finding novel QCD or Higgs dynamics. We have focused particular attention on
building upon prior successful tt¯h searches [30] in the same sign lepton channel. We find that sums over
b-jet and lepton pT weighted angles between these and the missing transverse energy of an event preferen-
tially select boosted pT Higgs events. It has been shown explicitly how this detection regime complements
kinematic-blind event rate studies of pp→ h, tt¯, and tt¯h; values of cHG, chgt which predict the same number
of tt¯h events as the Standard Model can nevertheless be selected for in > 2 : 1 ratio to the SM using the
angular variables detailed in Section IV.
We have also briefly studied the detection prospects for of a boosted top-Higgs system in the diphoton
channel. While this channel is limited by much lower statistics, a simple scalar sum over photon pT proves
a useful discriminant of SM versus boosted events.
Finally, in addition to providing a kinematic portal on non-standard top-Higgs kinematics, the angular
variables devised in this study also show promise as tools to improve ongoing LHC studies of tt¯h. Specifically,
the sum over lepton pT weighted lepton-/ET separation (Lφ) is shown to significantly reduce tt¯W
± and tt¯+
lepton fakes, the dominant backgrounds for multilepton tt¯h studies, while only slightly reducing the number
of signal events, even assuming a Standard Model Higgs pT distribution.
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